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BI Exacutrack One is a single, ankle-mounted active tracking unit that
relies on available GPS data and
other location monitoring technologies to accurately track a client’s
movement within local communities.
BI LOC8 offers the latest in BI innovation with a form fitting, smaller ankle-bracelet design that contains advanced technology for a dependable
GPS tracking. LOC8’s simple-toswap battery system ensures no interruption in service, it is lightweight
and waterproof with WI-FI detection
ability and cordless charging.

Attenti One Piece Tracking Device 4
is an autonomous GPS device that
is capable of four supervision levels: Active, Passive or Hybrid GPS,
and RF when used with a beacon.
The One Piece unit is designed to be
small and discreet, with both safety
and ease of installation as high priorities.
Attenti Two Piece Tracking System
integrates tracking, communication
and mapping technologies that enable operators to effectively track
offenders, virtually anywhere.

BI TAD Combines robust transdermal alcohol monitoring with radio-frequency curfew monitoring.
By continuously measuring alcohol
content in a client’s sweat, TAD communicates drinking events to the
host computer. TAD can distinguish
drinking events from false positives
with 99% statistical accuracy.
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SOBERLINK SL2 is a portable,
pocket-sized alcohol monitoring device which detects the presence of
alcohol through a deep lung breath
sample. Tests include photo identity
verification to ensure the client is accurately identified.
BI HomeGuard 200 delivers a stateof-the-art radio frequency monitoring system that meets agency requirements for flexibility, reliability,
and efficiency. Pairing traditional
electronic monitoring components
and unique service options.
BI HomeGuard 206 is the
homeguard 200 with cellular capabilities so it eliminates the need for
a home telephone line and is compatible with other supervision technologies.

BI SmartLink is a practical, affordable and ideal monitoring option for
agencies and specialty courts supervising adults and minors in the
community. Offering Biometric facial
and voice recognition technology,
captures GPS point at chick-in to
confirm location and provides the
ability to send calendar reminders
for upcoming appointments.

TRAC™ is a mobile breath alcohol
monitoring system designed to get
a person’s life back on track with
accurate, anytime, anywhere Breath
Alcohol Monitoring. It is equipped
with facial recognition and liveness
detection which ensures the correct
individual is taking the test.
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